Theodore Dreier, a founding member of Black Mountain College, compiled a couple of bulging scrap books, each filled with notes, drawings, bulletins, and reminders pulled from the walls and doors of the Blue Ridge Assembly. The following is pulled from those pages and brought together here.

- For the person who left the library lights burning all night

Tuesday will be clean-up in the attic

[The] pianos & music were soaked in

RAIN

to-day

Trifles will be indefinitely postponed

"Hear Ye! Hear Ye! Trifles!"

There will be no singing

In orchestra, as usual!

to-night

Lost from the attic

LOST:
A medium
Sized,
Wooden
Sided,
Two-bladed
Pocket
knife

By
Morton

Wednesday evening sings

"Lost -"

the view of the fact a concerning form in dress

Please

give the Roses and other Flowers time to get adjusted to life